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This report wae prepared as an account of Government-sponsored 
work. Neither the United States, nor the National AeTonautics 
and Space Administration (NASA), nor any person acting on behalf 
of NASA 
(a) makes warranty of representation, expressed or implied 
with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or useful-
ness of the information contained in this report. or 
that the use of any info1l'maUon, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report may not infringe 
privately owned rights; 
(b) assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or 
for damages resulting from the use of any information, 
apparatus, method or process disclosed in this report. 
As us",o above, "person acting on behalf of NASA" incl'ildes any 
employees or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor 
to the extent that such contractor, prepares, disseminat~s, or 
provides access to any information pursuant to his employment 
with such contractor. 
Request for copies of this report should be referred to: 
National Ae~onautics and Space Administration 
























Thi.s i.e the ninth quarterly report on the hGat-sterilizable, as 
well as heat-sterllizable and impact resistant Ni-Cd battery research 
and development under Jet Propulsion Laborat.ory Contract No. 951972 
Modification No.6. The program is sponsored under NASA Contract 
NAS-7-100, Task Order No. RD-26. The object of this contract is to 
perform research development and engineering work leading to the 
design, development, engineering, manufacture and testing of hermeti e 
cally sealed, rechargeable nickel-cadmium cells capable of heat 
sterilization as well as heat sterilization and impact landing for 
space missions. 
Since the last quarterly report, several modifications have been 
made in the technical portion of the work statement. The several 
tasks under thA modified work statement may be grouped under the 
following three broad headings: 
1. Electrochemistry of Heat-sterilizable Cells. This will 
include basic research and development work on the 
positive and negative plates and separator as well as 
design, assembly and testing of complete cells leading 
to batteries capable of satisfactory operation after 
undergoing heat sterilization. 
2. Aattery Engineering. This will include full size cell 
design, development, optimization, production and 
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designs (a) cylindrical and (b) rectangular (prismatic) of 
25 AH nominal capacity will be developed and evaluated. 
Hermetic seal design; assembly and testing to withstand the 
heat storilization will be part of the battery engineering 
Program. 
3. Impact Testins of Cells and Components. Both static and 
dynamic testing of seals, cases, plat~b, and complete cells 
will be performed up to approximately 4000 g in order to 
develop data for the design of cells capable of hard impact 
landing missions. 
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ELECTROCHOOSTR'f OF HEAT-STDILIZMLE CELLS 
El@ctrgchemical Me>;bagism Investigatiqn 
a. The problem of loweri~g ~f delivered cap3city of post-sterilized cells 
has been practically solved by improved assembly techniques, active 
material ratios and cell conditioning. This is shown by two types of 
tests: (1) the capacity of 4 AH prismatic, 17~plate factorial cells 
after 248 deep discharge post-sterilization cycles is that expected 
for the positive limited cells, based upon the for~tion capacity of 
unsterilized positive plates. Similarly. the capacity of 4 AR, prismatic, 
IS-plate experimental cells for reproducibility studies show the sa~e 
predicted ~apacity for positive limited cells after 189 deep discharge 
cycles; (2) the 2S AH cylindrical engineering cells designed, bUilt, 
charaeterized, heat sterilized and cycled during this contract. have 
shown no capacity lowering during post~sterilization charge-discharg~ 
cycles (over 6S deep discharge cycles after sterilization) at ClIO rate 
of charge and C/2 rate of discharge. It is therefore concluded that the 
problem of capacity lowering of post-sterilization co:ls now 40es not exist. 
In some cases, with experimental 4 AH cells, we have observed a low~r 
efficiency of active material utilization during presterilization 
characterization. No significant change in the post-sterilization 
capacity was observed. Detailed investigation using reference electrode 
in sealed as well as vented flooded cell experiments has shown that in 
these cases, the cells had become negative limited on discharge due to 
insufficient charged cadmium (chal:;ge adjust) in these cells. Either 
the charge adjust was initially insufficient or else the excess cadmium 
I-I 
metallurgical 



















got oxidized during storage and handling. Since this parameter influences 
the weight and volume energy density, it is necessary to determine the 
optimum charge adjust for heat-sterilizable cells for best performance. 
Two types of experiments are being performed with Realed cell.. The 
parameters investigated for variolls lot materi~ls and other experii!lE!n~1 
details are given in Tables I and II. The effect of lot materials on 
the electrochemical performance is generally minor, although in some 
cases the difference in efficiency is as high as 10%. For details see 
, 
Table Ill. The effect of the charge adjust on the capacity of unsteri-
lized cells is small. This was not expected. We stjll do not know why 
variation in charge adjust did not result in capacity variation. Data 
are gIven in Table IV. 
b. Higher end-of-charge voltage after sterilization. As reported earlier, 
there has been consistently observed slightly higher (30 to 60 mY) 
end-of-charge voltage after heat sterilization. Cell gas analysis and 
individual (single) electrode potential measurements using reference 
electrodes have shown this increase to be assofiated with nickel electrode. 
The important finding from the point of view of cell performance is 
that this higher voltage is not associated wit~ hydrogen evolution. 
This eliminates the problem of pressure built up during charge. 
The higher polarization of the sterilized nickel electr~Je may be 
due to a reduction in the s~=face area resulting in higher current 
density and/or higher oxygen over-voltage after sterilization. To 
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EXPERIMENTAL PLAN TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF 
LOT 11ATERlALS ON CELL PERFORMANCE 
Fixed Parametersl 4 AH, 18-plate, prismatic sealed cells; FT2140 polypro· 




FACTORS Leyels (Lot Type or No,> 
A. Positives 1#175 If: 155 
B. Negatives If: 183 If: 170 
C. Separator Lot R&D Production 
i:'. KOH Lot R&D Production 
CELL CHARACTERIZATION 
Five cycles presterilization, 5 cycles post-sterilization under the 
following cycling routine: 
A. Charge Rate 0.400 A 
B. Charge Level 137% 
C. Discharge Rate ~ 2.00 A to 1.0 volt cutoff (100% d.o.d.) 
III. CHARACTERISTICS MEASURED 
ECV, ECR, EDR, EeC, Efficiency. 
TABLE 1-::2 
EFFECT OF CHARGE ADJUST 
Fixed parameters, cell characterization, charge routine and characteristics 
measured: Same as in Table I. 
Factors tg be EvalUAted Leyels .. lJ\Hl 
Charge Adjust 0.00 0.50 1.00 2.00 
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.Ri.~d··~tangUlk CMls,:·Pactorlal : Desi:gl1 EXpUimentt· 
E~ PBRFt~ DAD 
FOR FACTOR DESCRIPTION AND :L. WELS SEE TABLE I 




Discharge Data, lOV Cut Off 
'Cycle 
Eff. I Ro. Amp. Brs. AB ECV Eel' ECR Amp AB EDP EDR 
D Input Volts PSIA m.£1 OUtput PSIA m~ , I 
0 4 .4 17 6.S 1.430 7.17 2.0 3.166 9.73 60.4. 
0 4 .4 17 6.S 1.429 12.68 2.0 3.11S 11.S0 59.5 i 
1 4 .4 17 6.S 1.426 11.37 2.0 3.334 10.23 63.6· 
1 4 .4 . 17 6.S 1.432 11.S2 2.0 3.134 11.22 59.S 
0 4 .4 17 6.S 1.424 11.4l 2.0 3.752 ~·1O.93 71.6 
0 4 .4 17 6.S 1.423 1l.H 
.....b.9 3.500 10.74 66.S 
1 4 .4 17 6.S 1.426 11.3~ 2.0 3.900 1O.S4 74.4. 
1 4 .4 17 6.S 1.43S ·12.69 2.0 4.066 12.03 77.6 
0 4 .4 17 6.S 1.41S 1O.2<l 2.0 3.052 9.64 5S.2 
0 4 .4 17 6.S 1.433 11.3~ 2.0 3.066 10.62 5S.5 
1 4 :4 17 6.S 1.421 11.0E 2.0 3.01S 10.59 57.6 
.• 
1 4 .4 17 6.S 1.430 11.15 2;0 3.334 10.51 63.6 
0 4 .4 17 6.S 1.420 11.3" 2.0 3.5S4 10.90 68.4' 
0 4 .4 17 6.S 1.431 9. SS 2.0 3.666 9.22 70.0 
1 4 .4 17 6.S 1.421 11.SE 2.0 3.652 11.40 69.7 
1 4 4 17 6.S 1.443 1O.4~ 2.0 4.100 9.63 7S.2 
S"h-·<,i,;ch~3,"1(::;ti1'~-, .,yd. '>(,- ,ft~~~.~ _ ,'";;'t -:.' 
1 




























































• Ni.-<:cl .. lteetangulk cetls,:PactorialDi;s19R BXperiment· 
BUiIC'l'ROCIIEMI PBRFOJUmR::B DAm 
FOR FAC'l'OR DBSCRIPJ![ON AND LEVELS SEE 'fABIB I 
EFFECT OF LOT VARIATION Post-sterilization 
Cvcle 1F9 
·Cycle 
Charge Data Discharge Data; lIN Cut Off. 
No. Amp. Brs. Aft BCV ReP BCR Amp AB BOP BOR Bff. 
D Input Volts PSIA mn. OUtput PSIA mS'i. % 
0 9 14 17 6.8 1.489 11.60 2.0 2.952 9.67 56.3 
-
0 9 14 17 6.8 1.476 111.95 2.0 2.666 11.21 50.9 
1 9 14 17 6.8 1.481 b.88 2.0 2.918 9.87 55.7 
1 9 14 17 6.8 1.478 11.48 2.0 2.800 10.83 53.4 
0 9 14 17 6.8 1.466 ~1.35 2.0 2.972 10.61 56.3 
0 9 14 17 6.8 1.460 110.55 2.0 2.918 10.28 55.7 
1 9 ·14 17 6.8 1.470 1.2.14 2.0 2.966 10.48 56.6 
1 9 14 17 6.8 . ' 2.0 
0 9 14 17 6.8 1.481 Ll.22 2.0 3.200 9.26 61.1 
0 9 14 17 6.8 1.477 11.61 2.0 3.000 10.52 57.3 
1 9 14 17 6.8 1.480 12.20 2.0 3.118 10.83 59.5 
1 9 14 17 6.8 1.470 10.86 2.0 3.184 10.15 60.8 
0 9 14 17 6.8 1.460 12.31 2.0 3.100 11.61 59.2 
0 9 14 17 6.8 1.464 9.30 2.0 3.984 9.13 76.0 
1 9 i4 17 6.8 1.463 13.68 2.0 3.052 13.75 58.2 



























EFFECT OF CHARGE ADJUST 
Test ConditionSI C.R. = C/13.1, C.L. - 129.8%, c.c. = 400 ma, D.R. = C/2.62, 
D.C. = 2.0 A 
0.0 A.H. 












* Not included in average 
AVERAGE EFFICIENCY (%) 
0.5 A.H. 1.0 A.H. 





























































PERFORMANCE OF RAI TREATED EM-476 SEPARATOR IN 4 AH RECTANGULAR CELLS 
Test Conditions: C.R. = C/12.4; C.L. = 137%;c.c. = 400 ma; D.R. = C/2.5; D.C. = 2.0 A 














I Cell E. C. R. E.D.R. Ef£. No E.C V. D.C. V. (m n..) (m.f"2..) ('7.. \ 
1 1.460 1.416 10,20 9.61 78.6 
2 1,461 1.413 16.22 14.93 61.8 
I 1 1.464 1.402 10.25 9.05 80.0 
2 1.465 1.397 15.87 13.89 67.9 
1 1.486 1.396 9.93 9.38 80.3 
2 1.509 1. 393 15.36 13.89 69.2 
1 1. 551 1.384 10.36 9.50 82.3 
2 1.582 1.383 17.23 14.02 71.9 
1 1.577 1.405 10.27 9.50 82,0 
2 1.589 1.405 17.05 15.35 71.2 
I 
I 1 1.600 1.434 11.14 9.69 80.6 
I 
2 1.613 1.430 19.26 18.21 68.9 
1 1.590 1.450 10.76 10.42 78.6 
2 1.599 1.443 18.69 20.81 65.2 
I 
i , 
j 1 I 1.603 1.414 10.83 11.76 75.3 
2 I 1. 511 1.390 17.50 18.72 63.5 ! 
Cells made with a single of separator show lower resistance and 
higher efficiency than cells made with tw~ layers of separator. 
The end-of-charge voltage is higher than for cells made with 
untreated FT2140 separator. 
1-7 
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the oxygen electrode kinetics on complex nickel hydroxide electrode and 
the BET surface area measurements then planned. Since this higher end-
of-charge voltage d0es not affect the cell performance and since it is 
doubtful whether it can be completely eliminated as a r£ ult of funda-
mental work, it is recommended that this aspect may not ~~ pursued 
further at this time. With this qualification the task is essentially 
complete. 
Sealed Cell Design Optimization 
Major portion of this task with 4 AH p:rismatic cells haa been completed and 
this technology has been extended to the 25 AH prismatic, engineering proto~ 
type cells. The design and performanc~ data for these two sizes of cells 
have been reported earlier and additional data are reported in Section II 
of this report. Specifically, the work on the selection and optimi.zation 
of the heat-steriHzable separator capable of long cycle life has been 
completed. A new separator, RAI P-476-22 Roll #B-04-0101-022, composed of 
irradiated, crosslinked EM-476 polypropylene and supplied by Jet Prop tsion 
.... 
Laboratories has been evaluated and the results are given in Table V. 
The work on electrolyte composition and amount is also completed except for 
the effect of LiOH addition to the electrolyte. The work in progress on 
this study was terminated as per Jet Propulsion Laboratories instructions. 
The work on the packaging parameters (core compression for prismatic cell) 
is also completed. Th~se cells have been characterized prior to sterilization. 














1'7 1 0 
Iii 1 0 
21 1 0 
23 1 0 
25 ~ 1 
27 I I 
29 1 1 
31 ~ 1 
SEPARATOR 






















Ni-ca ReCtangular Cells;: Factorial Design Experiment 
ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE DATA 
FOR FACTOR DESCRIPTION AND LEVELS SEE BELOW 
Cycle 
No. Amp. Hrs. 
248 .400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
248 .400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
248 .400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
248 .400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
248 .400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
248 .400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
248 .400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
248 .400 17.0 
.400 17.0 
CONCBNTMTION KOB 
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C 0 70' 
1 80' 
Discharge DataJ lOV Cut Off 
EDP EDR Eff. Amp I AU 
OUtput PSIA m.t1 % 
2.0 2.918 
2.0 3.300 
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TASK VII, Performance and Cycle Life Tests of Sealed Cells 
Since we have already demonstrated the capability of 4 AH experimental, 
heat-sterilized cells up to 260 cycles at 100% depth of discharge without 
performance (capa~ity) loss, no further routine cycling is planned with 
these l7-plate and lS-plate cells. A program of characterization is now 
being formulated to characterize these cells at various charge levels, 
charge r~tes and discharge rates. This program will be coordinated with 
long-range testing program. The cycling data for these cells a~e given 


















HiaCd, RECTANGULAR, l8aPLATE CELLS 
30% KOR, 80% Pore Fill, FT2l40 Separator 
Post-SterilfzatiQo Data 
C.R. = C/12.S C.L. = 1371. D.R. = C/2.S 
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II Cell Design, Construction and Evaluation 
Ao Seal Development 
Seals incorporating the design changes discussed in the last 
quarterly report have been fabricated. These changes included a re~ 
duction in polymer cross section and the use of polypropylene, as 
well as the KEL-F material used in the previously tested seals. 
Other changes included the mechanical design discussed on page 
11-3 and shown in Figure II-A of th~ report for the 8th quarter. 
These seals were fabricated and leak tested on a NCR 925 mass 
spectrometer. There were no detectable leaks down to 1 x 10-10 
~td cc He sec-l atm~l. the limit of the device. After heat steri-
lization at 135°C all seals leak to the extent that the vacuu~system 
~., j 
eould only maintain a pressure of 25)L- • Examination of the seals 
shows that in spite of the changed mechanical design the KEL-F 300 
material used still flows sufficiently during the heat sterilization 
process to cause the seals to leak. Therefore, to form an effective 
heat sterilizable seal materials other than KEL-F 300 and polypro-
pylene will have to be used. 
B. Prismatic Cells 
The testing of the engineering development cells continued this 





















J2D7'-------~ TABLE II-I 
Test Status of Engineering Model Prismatic Cells 
~ell Type Cycle Cell ECV ECP V @ 50% 
No Capacity DOD 
(Ah) (volts) (psia) (volts) 
iI'olyamide 65 29.5 1.456 !l6 1.261 
Separator 
Polypropylene 100 29.0 1.445 21 1.248 
Separator 
Not H. Ster. 
Polypropylene * 34 28.0 1.488 110 1.248 
Separator 
Ii. Ster. 
* Testing discontinued after 34 cycles. 
These data do not reveal, to date, any deleterious effects resulting 
from the use of polypropylene separator or heat sterilization. 
More important for the completion of task goals, is that a group 
of prismatic cells were heat sterilized and tested prior to their 
submittal for the long range testing program. The test results of ten 
of these cells are shown in Figure II-A. The behavior of the cells just 
after heat sterilization results from high rate discharging performed in 
agreement with JPL, NASA Langely, and Martin ~rietta, The testing in-
c1uded discharging these cells at the 4C rate to a 1.00 volt per cell 
cut-off point. This test routine resulted in an incomplete cell dis· 
charge and therefore, greater degree of overcharge, which produced higher 
than normal end-of-charge voltages and pressures. 
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As expected, the cells showed small capacity losses and higher end-of-
charge voltages. The cells' pressure and discharge voltage profile 
were performed on the other ten cells which comprise the remainder of 
this group of initial design cells. Similar performance results were 
obtained. The entire group of cells was then submitted for long range 
testing. 
C. Cylindrical Cells 
Testing of engineering development cells continued this reporting 
period. The present status of these cells is shown in Table 11-2 
TABLE II-2 
Test Status of Engineering Model Cylindrical Cells 
Cell Type Cycle Cell ECV ECP V @ 50% 
No. Capacity (volts) (psia) DOD 
(volts) 
Polyamide 113 31.0 1.433 44 1.198 
Separator 
~olypropYlene" 58 22.0 1.408 60 1.170 
Separator 
Not H. Ster. 




Testing die continued after 58 cycles. 
A group of twenty cylindrical cells were also heat sterilized and tested 
this reporting period. The results of testing ten of these cells are 
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shown in Figure II-B. These cells were also subjected to the high 
discharge rate testing performed on the heat sterilized prismatic 
cells. The effect of this test regime on these cells was similar to 
that observed for prismatic cells. All cells were tested and submitted 
to the long range test program. 
D. Interim and Final Design Cells 
During July a design review meeting was held with JPL represent-
atives to discuss the various cell design parameters investigated and 
their effect on cell performance. It was determined that the charact-
eristics of cylindrical and prismatic cells presented in Tables IIQ 3 
and 11-4 of the Report for the Eighth Quarter represented satisfactory 
designs. The attributes of prismatic vs cylindrical design were 
discussed. The deSign considerations for each cell type are presented 




A. Mechanical , 
1. Cell packaging is more conventional 
2. Physical restraints required for packaging cells 
3. Thermal transport - 64 in2 of surface 
4. Cell weights = 1080 grams 
Bo Electrochemical 
1. Limited geometric plate ratio (using conventional cross sections) 














































2. Limited practical negative to positive ratio 
3. Operating pressure controlled by electrolyte content 
and plate loading 
C. Effect of Sterilization 
1. Higher end-of-charge voltage (than prior to sterilization) 
2. 10-20% loss in capacity 
Cylindrical Cell 
A. Mechanical 
1. Cell packaging is less conventional 
2. Cell self containing - no restraints requ.ired 
3. Thermal transport - 50 in2 of surface 
4. Fewer internal welds (14 vs 25 for prismatic cell) 
5. Cell weight = 1155 grams 
6. Fewer plate edges which act as a potential cutting edge 
(310 in2 vs 670 in2) 
B. Electrochemical 
1. Wider range of geometric plate ratio 
2. Wider range of negative to positive ratio 
3. Intrinsically lower operating pressure (due to core less design) 
C. Effect of Sterilization 
1. Higher end-of-charge voltage (than prior to sterilization) 
2. Negligible capacity loss 
One of the basic differences between the behavior of the two designs is 
that the cylindrical cells do not exhibit any appreciable capacity loss 
after heat sterilization. Experimental data obtained While performing 





the electrochemical investigations show that 4 Ah prismatic cells are 
negative limited during discharge after being subjected to a heat 
sterilization cycle. Other data indicate that a considerable quantity 
of oxygen gas is evolved during heat sterilization. It is hypothesized 
that this evolved oxygen reacts with the residual cadmium thus removing 
the "charge adjust" or free cadmium used to assure positive limitation 
during discharge. Since the cylindrical cell has a larger amount of 
free cadmium metal compared to the prismatic cell, which results from 
a larger negative to positive ratio (i.e. 1.65 vs 1.40), all the free 
cadmium metal is not consumed. Therefore, the cylindrical cell remains 
positive limited after sterilization. To increase the negative to 
positive ratio of the priSMatic to these higher levels to allow for 
more free cadmium metal would require the use of more heavily loaded 
negative plates. Other studies show that cadmium plates loaded to the 
level necessary to attain this ratio do not perform well electroa 
chemically. They exhibit lower oxygen recombination rates, a tendency 
to lose capacity and polarize such that charging voltages are higher 
and discharge voltages are lower than less heavily loaded plates. 
Based on these considerations as well as those presented in 
Table 11-3, the cylindrical cell design was selected for the interim 
as well as final design. 
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~ TABLE II-4 
Design Characteristics ,Interim Cell D~sign 
25 Ampere ~ hour Heat Sterilizable Cylindrical Cells 
Plates 
Number of positive 3 
Number of Negative 4 
Ratio (negative to positive formation capacity) 1.8 
Separator non-wove~ polypropylene Pe110n FT2140 
Electrolyte 
Type KOH 
Concen tra til In 301. 
Quantity 90 cc 
Weight 1155 gr 
Seals Glass to Metal 
These cells were built to these parameters and tested for capacity. 
These test data are sho~~ in Table 11-5 
The final design will include mechanical and procedual improve- . 
ments determined during the manufacture of the interim design cells. 
The final design cells will also include ceramic-to-metal seals in 
place of the glass-to~metal seals previously used. 
E. Long Range Testing Program 
The long range testing program described on pages -1-14 through II~17 in 
the Report for the Eighth Quarter began during this reporting period as 
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PERFORMANCE DATA FOR INTERIM MODEL CELLS 
:--t -, 
Charging Conditions 3.0 Amperes for 16 hours 
Discharging Conditions 10 Amperes to 1.00 volt cut off 
Cycle Number 3 
OCV V @ 50% ECR ECP (volt) (volt) (m.£:l. ) (psia) 
1.389 1.263 5.6 32 
1.388 1.264 4.2 35 
1.386 1.262 4.4 33 
1.387 1.263 4.2 31 
1.31:12 1.263 3.9 29 
1.386 1.262 4.2 31 
1.383 1.263 3.8 32 
1.385 1.267 3.7 28 
1.389 1.258 6.6 28 
1.391 1.267 3.8 29 
1.394 1.270 3.8 32 
1.390 1.267 4.4 28 
1.392 1.264 4.0 30 
1.385 1.262 4.4 30 
1.381 1.263 3.8 15 
1.384 1.256 3.8 33 
1.385 1.265 3.6 31 
1.387 1.262 3.7 27 
1.391 1.261 4.0 15 
1.393 1.258 5.1 28 
1.387 1.263 4.2 30 
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and only periodically theraafter. The ~vcle test outline and corresponding 
cells are shown in the Appendix to Section II. To date all cells are cycling 
without any failure. Cycling data is shown in Figures II-C through Figure 
II-Y. There are some erratic results evident, however, these are analysed 
as test equipment problems which will be corrected. All data will be 
analysed when testing is completed using a factorial format. 
F. High Energy Density Plate 
There was a continued effort this reporting period to determine the plaque 
design parameters which ef~ect the charge rate and dis~harge rate sensitivity 
and strength of high energy density plate. Specifically under study are the 
effects of porosity and pore size distribution of plates of thickness 
0.035 inches to 0.045 inches 
A factorial experiment was designed to specifically measure the effect of 
* plaques porosity, pore ratio , electrolyte quantity and duty cycle. The 
plaques prepared to date have been catagorized based on porosity and pore 
rates. These dat3 are shown in Table 11-6. The planned factorial test 
outline is shown in Table 11-7. Testing has begun and complete results will 
be presented the next reporting period. 
-----------------------------------------------------
* ratio = pure volume of 10 M to 15 M size pores 
pure volume of 15 ;~ to 20 foA. size pores 


























PIAQUE SAMPLES PREPARED TO DATE 
Grouping Plaque Lot Thickness 
No. No. (inches) 
17-901-1 .0264 










































































I ..... o.,.se. 10/815 
I ~ [ TABLE II-7 
HIGH ENERGY DENSITY PLATE 
r FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT OUTLINE 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
r TEST SEQUENCE I 
[ 
Factor Independent Levels 
[ Ident. Variables 0 1 
[ A Porosity 78.9 - 80.7% 83.1 - 84.6% 
B Ratio 2.19 - 2.38 3.16 - 3.20 
[ C Electrolyte 60% 70% Fill Level 
fL TEST SEQUENCE II 
E A & B As above 
. "'., 
[ C Electrolyte 60% 80% Fill Level 
( TEST SEQUENCE III 
( 
A & B As above 
( C Electrolyte Fill Level 70% 80% 
I 
n 
n l ' 
metallurgical 













































LONG RANGE CYCLE TESTING OUTLINE 
Temperature 
30.o F 50',uF 
Depth of Discharge Depth of Discharge 
7CJ% 8CJ% 70% 80% 
C-24 C-23 C-25 C-l5 
P-24 P-23 P-20 P-l9 
C-27 C-28 C-26 C-13 
P.,27 I f-25 P-2l P-22 
II-16 
70 u F 
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A. DevelC2pment of Impact Testing FaciHty, 
(a) Study of Acceleration Characteristics: 
During the impact testing of large Ni"Cd cells, We observed failure occuring 
before impact as shol1l1 by our mOllitor of cell voltage in some ins tances. This 
was primarily due to their lack of impact"resistant design, however, it 
prompted us to investigate the nature of our acceleration impulse in detail. 
The accelerometer mounted on the carriage. l~t1S used with a trigger system 
which allowed the signal to be displayed throughout carriage travel. Figure 
IU-l(a) illustrates the overall acceleration. - time history of our system. 
The acceleration portion has beell expanded in Fig. III~l(b) to describe in 
detail the impulse typically experien.:nd at nearly maximum tes t veloc ity and 
carriage weight. We observe four discrete impulses responsible for creating 
this change in velocity. The maximum acceleration is an initial llfOO g peak. 
~he rise times appear to be low and a vibration frequency of approximately 
1150 cy/sec can be observed throughout the trace which illustrates the first 
mode of the square back plate of the carriage. A final observation was the 
role of the rubber stopper which is ordinarily used to "cushion" the force 
coupling between ram and carriage. Under the high rates of loading en~ 
countered, this element serves only to allow time for ram velocity buildup. 
A lower acceleration input to the carriage can be achieved by use of a more 
rigid force dis trib uting element between the ram and carriage. 
(b) Atlcelerometer Comparison and Carriage Behavior: 
Following the installation of the larger conical carriage lnain plate the 
lower frequency vibrations were eliminated. However, a higher frequency 
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10 msec/ cm 
103 ft / sec 
(2R) 











resonance, Two accelerometers were used to investigate: Kistler BOBA-
41.5 K HZ and Kistler B05A - 62.5 K HZ. Both traces obtained indicated a 
disturbancE' at 24-26 K HZ and thus eliminated transdllcer resonance as the 
source. We calculated the speed of one-dimensional stress wave propagation 
within the 9" long back plate support struts and found it to be approximately 
45 A sec which would imply a frequency of 22 K HZ. We are quite certain 
that thie is the source of the high frequency disturbance. Since it is 
much higher than the fundamental and lower harmonics of interest, little 
difficulty has been experienced by employing filtration. However, the best 
solution would be to design an accelerator yoke extension as a permanent 
part of the ram. A third rail would 1" placed on the rail bed beneat'l the 
carriage for pitch guidance. Removal of this acceleration structure from 
the carriage would not only eliminate the disturbance during impact but the 
vibration during acceleration would also be ~liminated. Alternatively, 
groove extension wings might be an integral part of the carriage if a third 
rail was not practical. The possibility also exists that a guide-rod, 
spring and damper could be used at the end of each strut and tuned for 
minimum transmissibility at the disturbing frequency. 
(c) High Speed Photographic analysis: 
Films of the overall system performance were taken in preparation for photo-
~raphic study of test elements within the carriage during impact. High-speed 
16 rom photography with a Fastax camera running at 7000 frames per second 
provided us with information concerning the acceleration phase and the lead 








rebound velocity encountered relative to the impact velocity. This had been 
of some concern with the use of the heavier carriage and much larger tool 
diameters since the c.;~lculated g-levels were higher than those measured and 
the pulse length (penetration) had been shortened. The detailed observation 
of the ~~ deformation indicated that the same shape could not be used 
throughout the range of 3/8"-1 1/2" tool diameters. ThicklleBS of the target 
block should probably be raised at the higher g-levels to arreGt the re-
bound. 
B. Impact Testing of Ni-Cd Cells 
(a) Description of Large Capacity Cells: 
Since it: was decided that a cell specHically designed for impact reSi.stance 
would not be manufactured under the current contract, we felt it would be 
of value to study the large heat-sterilized Ni-Cd cells. Three cells of 
the approximately 25 AH size were available. Again it must be emphasized 
that these cells were not designed for impact resistance but were of geometric 
value in supporting some of our data on plate strength. 
Cell f~PR38 (Figure l1I-2a) 
(12) Positive plates 6.6" 19. x 2.8" d 0255" tk w • x • • 
1.46 gm/in2, 0.0596#/plate 
(13) Negative Plates 6.6" 19. ~. 2.8" d x 026" tk ... 2 w.. . 
1.61 gm/in • 0.0656#/p1ate 
(26) Separa tor 0.005" tk. 
'" Case 7 5/8 high x 2.925" wide x 0.832" tk. internal 















from: d· E. • W (N) 
A w.t 






c)max • 3,610 pli 
neg 
dynamic amplification) 
Cell #PRl14 (F~gure 111-3a) 
(10) POlitive Plates 5.4" 19. x 2.8" wd. x 0.030" tk. 
1.67 g/in2• 0.0557 #/p1ate 
(11) Negative Plates 5.4" 19. x 2.8" wd. x 0.032" tk. 
2.04 g/in2, 0.0680#/p1ate 
(22) Separator 0.005" tk. 
Case 6.31" high x 2.925" wd. x 0.832" tk internal 





- Approx. 0.0018"/p1ate 
Approx 1/16" each side 
Approx 1/4" @ Top 
Approx 1/8" @ Bottom 
from: cf • H.!!U. (assume no dynamic ampl.) 
w·t 
4000 g ~ O"max • 2,650 psi 
pos 
cfmax • 3,040 9si 
neg 
Cell ##C33 (Figure 111-4a) 
(3) Positive Plates 18" 19. x 4.2" wei. x 0.0255" tk. 
1.465 g/in2, 0.244#/p1ate 
III-S 



















' ... ' u. 
4P-----
(4) Negative plates 18" 19. x 4.2" wd. x 0.026" tk. 
1.61 g/in2 • 0.268f;/plate 
(6) 
from: 
Separator 0.005" tk. 
Case 2.931" I.D. x 5.532" int. height 
Spacer 0.5" tk @ top 
llu. SPACE: 





(assume no dyn. impl.) 
4000 g ~ c(WSI - 2120 psi 
~max - 2290 psi 
neg 
O.Ol"/plate 
11/16"- 13/16" @ Top 
3/16"-1/4" @ Bottom 
One cell of each configuration,as described and shown in the pre-impact 
x-rays (Fig. III- 2a, 3a, 4e~ had been previously cycled and only cell #PRl14 
was shorted prior to our testing. Initial indications were that the plates 
in all these cells would support the loading imposed by a 4000 g - 1 maec 
impact! The stresses that have been calculated do not exceed the values 
obtained during static bearing tests for plates with the same degree 01: 
laterial restraint. Dynamic bearing stress values gave excellent correspond-
ence with the static values and indicated that a significant dynamic ampli-
fication factor is not required. The plates used in these cells are much 
longer than those used in static bearing tests and approximately equal in 
length to those used in dynamic bearing tests. This implies a lower natural 
frequency and therefore even less concern for requiring a dynamic amplifi-
cation factor. Thus our only conclusion from previous evaluation of the 
IIl-6 
metallurgical 
materials di vi sion 
l 
\ 
FIG. II1-2 a 
CELL #PR 38 PRE- IMPACT 
r----__________________ ----________ ==~~ 
I 
FIG. JII-3 a 






FIG. III-4 a 











mechanical properties of i-Cd electrodes would be that the plates in any 
of these cells would survive impact. 
(b) Analysis of he Impact Process : 
The pr eliminary conclu,ions are indeed founded on design data . However, 
we must examine the manner of loading. There is r eason for c.oncern over 
the amount of free space permitted within these cells . It will be show~ 
that this is the main reason for exmphasizing that these cells were not de-
signed for impact resistance. 
It is instructive to ask: Is a mere 1/16" vertical free space dangerous to 
a large cell 's capability for impact resistance? 
V 
/ 20 Ir./SEC. > 
> C£LL ~1'A'38 
When impact occur., the carriage, cell, and ind1.vidual electrodes experience 
a 4000 g gravitational field for 1 maec . The resultant force exerted on 
a negative electrode is : 
F - ma - 262# 
This for ce will accelerate the electrode to some higher velocity which will 
be limited by the distance f Ind thus the t ime) over which this acceleration 
III-10 
metallur ical 




force can ac t: 
S = vit + 1/2 a t 2 
t = 35 Asec 
with this time available to cover the 1/16" free space, the final 
electrode velocity at impact will be: 
vf = vi + a t = 124.5 ft/sec 
Now during the same time interval, the carriage and cell case have to be 
~celerated to a velocity of: 
vf = vi + a t = 115.5 ft/sec 




;t; - /000.A./A.&<. 
III-ll 
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in reality therefore, we have the carriage and cell case experiencing 
entirely different loading than the electrodes: 













~~--~-~--~~--~~--~~~~~ ~~ ,l.f SIC,--+! ~ 0.5 J.O'WI.." 
The cell case of course experiences the uniform deceleration lo~ding. The 
electrode ,however, has a relative velocity at its impact of 9 ft/sec which 
must be diminished before movement with the carriage (and 4000 g loading) 
can occur. Rapid deformation of the electrode will occur at this point, 
a loading increases for a short time. We can calculate the energy in-
volved. 
!F.dt • ,.,." (4 v). '?1/ (9 ft/sec) 
or the shaded area of the spike. Unfortunately, we can not determine the 
magnitude or time involved without additional experimental information 
describing the deformation process. 






We can only assume that this is a small amount of energy and question if the 
eLectrode can accommodate it by deformation at maximum load for the re-
.' 
mainder of time available. If the static bearing values are valid, the 
maximum stress that a negative electrode can support at .002"/p1ate lateral 
restraint is 3750 psi. Thus the maximum force is: 
F = (f' (w·t) = 2741fo 
The amount of time required (by uniform force) to accomplish the total 
velocity change from 124.5 ft/sec --' - 0 ft/sec is: 
F • t = "'»l (A V) 
t = 0.926 msec 
This amount of time is <. 0.965 mseo ctill available and implies the ~e-
ce1eration could be accomplished safely (with a margin of only 39 ,q sec!). 
This exercise was performed for a specific plate (2.36 length: width ratio) 
and assumed a mere 1/16" free space yet, it dramatically illustrates the 
very fine distinction between failure and survival. Several points re-
garding this analysis must be noted: 
1. The additional weight of electrolyte saturation was not included 
in the mass of the electrode. 
2. The total area of the end of the electrode was presumed to be 
available for supporting load. 
3. Prior to initial impact, the electrode pack was presumed 
stationary - maintaining its 1/16" relative distance to the cell 
case impact surface. 
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impact was neglected in our final statement of apparent survival. 
(c) Results of Testing: 
We shall now look at the results of impact tests performed on these cells 
and see that failure to achieve the above conditions will have rather ob-
vious consequences. 
The orientation of each cell during impact is shown below 




The description of the impact parameters for each cell (velocity, g-level, 
time) is given in Figure 111-5 a. b. c. The time history of open circuit 
voltage during impact is also shown. All three cells failed under the 
imposed impact. X-rays taken of each c~ll immediately after impact are 
shown in Figures 111-2b. 111-3b, 111-4b. Upon disassembly of eac~1 cell, 
photographs were taken of the electrode deformation and are shown in Figures 
lll-2c, lll-3c, lll-4c. The visual evidence of failure depicts quite 
vividly the kinds of deformation that can occur when some of the earlier 









UPPER TRACE: 2 msee/em. 
(a) CELL #PR 38 
V = 105 ft/sec 
(b) CELL #PR 114 
v = 104 ft/sec 
EXTRANEOUS SIGNAL 
NOT CONNECTED 
TO SHORTED CELL 
(c) CELL #c 33 
V = 104 ft / sec 
FIG. IIl- S 
LOWER TRACE: 0.5 msec/cm 
, 
· ------- --- --------- -~ 
FIG. II1-2 b 
CELL #PR 38 POST- IMPACT 
PIG. I1I-3 b 
CELL #PR 114 POST- IMPACT 
FIG. 1lI-4 b 
CELL #C 33 POST-IMPACT 
r 





CELL #PR 38 
j 
.. 
FIG. IIl-3 c 
l. CELL #PR 114 
FIG. III-4 c 
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~e 11 IfoPR3 8 : 
The large prismatic cell failed in buckling of the electrodes. It was our 
decish'.l to test each cell as an entity in the sense that external re-
straints would not be used. This lack of restraint showed that the cell 
case alone is not of sutiicient strength to support its own weight under 
inertial load and the lateral pressure imposed on it by the deforming 
electrode pack. The electrode pa~k apparently had sufficient laterial 
restraint and support from its terminals to withstand the loading during 
acceleration. This is both a visual observation and the presence of full 
voltage at impact. Under deceleration a much lower degree of laterial 
restraint was available from the cell case, and the electrodes had little 
difficulty in buckling (Fig. 1II-2b, c). The electrodes could not reach 
the full value of stress which they are capable of supporting. The post-
mortem failure analysis also showed that one terminal collector had 
apparently not been welded. This is the most likely cause for the erratic 
voltage trace shown in Figure 1II-5(a). We note, however, that voltage 
was maintained on this cell despite the defective terminal and the extensive 
deformation. It is our contention that this cell would not have experienced 
failure if thicker axial spacers and lateral restraining plates had been 
used. 
Cell IfoPR1l4: 
The smaller prismatic cell had the largest free space at the impact end of 
any cell and is le\rgely responsible fl.'r the damage. We cannot make a 
judgement on the motions during p·celeration. Although there is no visual 














indicete the voltage at impact. During deceleration both terminal collect)rs 
were fractured. The most significant lesson in the study of this cell 4S 
the total ineffectiveness of the spacer design. 
=:;:)-> I. 35" ~2 
C370 of £I.£C;~ 
'pl9c/(' 4EI9,f1tl6 
19,fE'A 
The predicted stresses for this cell become ~aningless under this situation 
and failure is the cbvious consequence. The visual observations of the top 
of the electrode pack dramatically show the areas which supported load 
(Fig. III-3b,c). The spacer vent holl, area is quite emphatic. We note that 
the failure mode in supported areas is again buckling. This again indicates 
that low lateral restraint (static plate spacing and dynamic cell case 
expansion) prevented the electrodes from reaching their ult.imate compression 
stress. 
Ce 11 ffoc33: 
The cylindrical cell developed direct shorting in the terminal areas of the 
cell (Fig. 1II-5c) as electrode motion was severe during impact. Again, the 
spacer design was solely responsible for this failure. 
of i£i.lf"c rift/D. t-IIcK 
8E"A/fJM$ /J/?EI9 
As shown in Fig. 1II-4b, c, the plates moved forward ~ the open areas of 
III-23 
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the spacer. The open core in particular had large axial excursion. Again, 
there was no damage to the cell during acceleration (visual observation and 
cell voltage trace) • It is significant that this cylindrical configuration 
has resisted nearly totally the buckling mode of failure. Even in the areas 
where severe bearing loads were possible, the x-ray analysis shows only 
traces of buckling. The stability of the cylindrical cell is apparent 
mainly because of the inherent cell case design. What we have seen is that 
the cell cases in the two prismatic designs (without the benefit of re-
straining plates as normally used on batteries) were the prime cause of 
lowering lateral restraint under impact condition. This confirms our 
contention that our electrodes themse'ves will resist buckling and go on to 
the true ultimate compressional stress that we have established. 
In conclusion, the study of these cells has provided the design emphasis 
that we desired. The importance of static assembly plate spacing, the use of 
spacers that maximize eff.ective bearing area and axial thickness, and the 
cell case contribution to pack integrity have been adequately demonstrated. 
In short, we have stated the precautions that must preceed the use of our 







TES'rING OF Ni-Cd ELECTRODES 
(a) !~r:CHANICAL PROPBRTISS 01<' ELEC'I'P.ODES IN BEARING LOADING~ 
, INTRODUCTION: 
~. 
'1'ho d'3termination of the mechanical properties .of Ni-Cd electrodes 
under tensile and compressive loading has been previously docu-
mented in the eighth qUurterly JPL report (April - June, 1%9j. 
'1'hi9 report will des crib!:! the thir·d and final method of landing 
emplClycd to complete the strength characterization of this ma-
t.erial. Bearing test!', although ce':rtainly related to the study 
of com~res5ion loading have been distinguished here as a separate 
method. 'I'he main x'eason is .:.hat. we do not in~ist upon anyone 
fa::'lurc mode. Instead, we attempt to shift from one failure mode 
to another in a cont.rolled fashion. A second reason for di6-
tinguishinq this series of tests is that the present manner of 
loading more closely approximates the type of freedom and failure 
that might be exparienced in an actual battery. It was envisioned 
that under high gra.vitational Halds our plate material might 
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(!) True Bearing Failur~: 'i'ne bearing failur~ mode would be 
exemplified by edge crushing of the plate materic,ll "t tne fi~ed 








occur at a lower value of inert.ial stress than that maximur., 
required to cause compressional failure as pre\,iously de-
termined (JPL &ighth QTR report). This failure mode has signi-
ficant implications to the battery m<lnufacturcr since it is most 
likel~' to cause separator penetration cmd s'1orting of the cell. 
(3,) Comprcss::"on-Shear Failure: The trul~ compression failure 
mode would be eXhibited if ultimate bearing stress exceeded 
ultimate compression stress. If this is the case, then the 
value observed \'lOuld represent the maximum tncrtial stress that 
can be supported by this material. It is obvious, therefore, 
that the battery designer would be extremely interested in this 
determination. 
(~) BucklAn9. ~ilun~: The b'.lClding mode of failure will be 
obHervcd at a lowe>: stress level than thFlt nssociatcil with 
either failt.re modo (1) cr (2) and is ob'!iously to be avoit.icd. 
Hence, the determination of the degree of lateral rentraint 
necessary to prevent this transfer of failure ~ode is of prime 
design important. 
tiith these considerations and goals in mind, the experimental 
program \-1as outlined to investigate the occurance of all three 
failure modes ur".:ier controlled lateral restraint at both static 





CONSTANT DEFORMATION STATIC TESTING: 
static bearing loading was accomplished on a universal test-
• -1 
machine at a constant deformation rate (£~O.0007 sec ). 














the controlled lateral restraint. The degree of lateral res-
traint was normalized for all tests to a value of additional 
space allowed for each electroae. 
s '" 
x - [(tpl + tp2~"'+ tEn) + (n + 1) t:J 
n 
S = excesc deformation space permitted per 
plate (in) 
X = constant dimension of fixture 
tpl :a thickness of plate (Typ. 0.026") 
t = separator thickness s • 
n = number of plates 
Thus stress, ef, could be defined as t 
ef= P 











where the denO!llin<:lt·JJ:· is sin~ply the area of plates being 00;"0-
pressed and P i5 the total fc·rce as rcc~rded from the load cell 
r:mchine on the y-axis. Strain in this stady wa!; taken 
b - .. 
of. the 
L and again b =»~ t · .... a!; directly dioplayed on the x-ay-is 
of our recorde:!". 
The static be «ring tests carried out under this type of loading 
\ . .1re conducted on positive and negative plates at spacing vallles 
ranging from .OOO"/p1.atc - .O(l9"/plate. The specimens are 
shm'1n in Fig. III-6. The progression from left to right illus-
trates the complete transfer of failure mode from true compres-
sional-shear to buckling as the spacing is increased. We ob-
senoc the ultimate loads decrease to that minimum level assoc-
iated '\'li th pure b~lckling. Imp<;>rtant to note is the totill absence 
of edge-crashing or true ben=ing failure. What is observed 
then, is an uH.imat.e beaxinq stress which seems to he greater 
than the ultimate compression stress for. this material under 
static conoiticr.s. 
• 
The. complete stress-strain behavior as defined above is shown 
for these specimens in Figure 1II-7 and III-a. Ultimate strain 
levels are fairly uniform regardless of failure mode mainly due 
to our definition of "'.n overall apparent macro-strain. The 
stress levels are important however and large differences have 
been exhibited in direct relation to the spacing allowed and 
our ability to restrain buckling. The values of buckling. stress 
and ultimilte compression stress obtained in this study agree very 
well with the values determined earlier under strict compression 
loading (Figure III-H, eighth JPL QTR report) • 
MATERIAL 
TABLE III-l 
STATIC BUCKLING STRESS 
Bearing 
• 





(1/2"G.L.) (Hax. Spacing) 
Compression 


























.OOO"/PLATE . 001"/ PLATE 




MAXIMUM STRESS (S) 
.0025"/PLATE . 0045"/PLATE . 009"/ PLATE 
S = 3715 PSI S = 2760 PSI S = 2290 PSI 
• 000" /PLA TE 
S = 6500 PSI 
.0025"/PLATE 
S = 4585 PSI 
. 001" /PLA TE 
S = 5480 PSI 
.0045"/PLATE 
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3. DY1~AMIC BEARING LO.l\.DING: 
Having established a static strength foundation, we were inter-
ested in observing possible changes in these values because of 
increased loading rate. Dynamic bearing tests .were performed 
by use of a loading fixture as shown below: 
In this arrangement the plates were not "fixed" as in the com-
pression fixture but were free to move and to crush at the ends 
if sufficl.ent force ''las applied. Controlled spacin0late, 
however, through the use of shims, was the essential feature of 
this fixture in order to duplicate the static conditions of 
loading. Initial plate length and impact level could be varied 
and thus maximum stress, ~max' has been defined here as: 
where: 
. ~ax p = - = A = {\'le LIe> (Nq) g (ttW) 
~= area wt. density (f/in.2) 
t = plate thickness (in.) 
L • plate length (in.) 






















Thus, for a given test at a controlled spacing/plate, the max-
imum stress would be calculated from the measurement of plate 
dimensions and applied deceleration. This max. stress ,-rould 
either cause visual failure at the end of the p.lates or it would 
not. If this max. stress ',las sufficient. to fail the plates, ,-re 
,-rould lower the value to firld the point ".here the muterial 
~\"culd not fail. If the same may.. stress was not sufficient to 
fail the plates, the level would be raised to the point of 
failure. This partly explains the span line of experimental 
determipation of failure-non failure shown later on Fig. 111-,9. 
This procedtlre ... ,as followed for each value of spacil.g selected • 
. 
Fig. 111-9 presents the values of dynamic failure loads supper-
. imposed on the static failure loads as a function of plate spacing 
or degree of lateral restraint. The static curves are ~lell 
. 
behaved and e~~ibit the greater strength of the positive elec-
tr.ode and shc"1 both electrodes tending to\-lard a nearly common 
-
buckling stress asymptote. This is again in agreement with the 
earlier static compression study. These curves display the need 
t ...... ""h'" 4'lt 1 o mal.n .. <ll.n a u!.g. vegrec c... n era restraint if ~xces~ive 
loading must be endured. 
The dynamic load levels that are indicated as span lines on 
Fig. I1I-9 are not solely the limits of two experimental levels •. 
./ 
We have included in these lines the results of both positive and 
negative p!ates. Several of each type were placed in each fix-
ture and the difference in stress ,.,as very small. This ,.,as 
essentially as expected since it agreed with the static results 
observed - that at larger spacing, buckling is dominant and there 
is thus little distinction between the two electrodes. ~bis is 
shown by the joining of the two static cu~ves and their tending 
toward a common asymptote. 
As lateral restraint was increased, however, we reached a point 
where we were unable to produce failure in either electrode q . 
(single point on Fig. III- 9 @ • 0025'spacing) • In other words, 























































our fixture, and employing the highest impact level (meas. mean 
4000g) for 1.1. mS'"2C from 110 ft. /sec.) Availnble at that time, 
the maximum stress ueveloped (3100 psi for NEG.: 2900 psi for POS.) 
,.,ao i,ot sufficient tn produce failure. Thus only n. lower bound 
could be established at thir degree of lateral restraint (see 
Table 1II-2). 
It appears, however, that the dynamic curve, if able to be com-
pleted, would have a shape or 
curve. The dynamic values of 
to those obtalned statically 
effects may not be important 
III-42 and 1II-45 eishth JPL 
character similar to the static 
Ultimate stress are nearly equal 
o ~~d supports the position that c 
in compression (see discussion ~~ 
QTR report). This is valuable 
information in that it makes the transfer .from static to·dynamic 
results less comp:"icated. 
The failure modes exhibited in the dynamic study included all 
three mechanicms to some deg~~c. In the oase of mi~inum lateral 
restraint, the onset of buckling at the impact end was dominant 
as expected. As we increased the degree of lateral restraint, 
both compression-shear (very close to the impact edge) and bearing 
f.ailure (edge crushing of the impact surface) were displayed in 
nearly equal amounts. It appears therefore, that in high rate 
loading the Ultimate bearing stress nearly coincides with the 
ultimate compression stress. 
It is valuable as a final summary to tabulate the dynamic results 
obtained in this study and compare them with previous determina-








Tenol.on Coml2ression @.008" @.004" @.0025" 
Pos. Plate 2000 >2600 2800 2800 >2900 













(b) Friction Properties of Elec trodes: 
Several hlethods of loading were employed during the electrode character-
ization work which maintained adjacent plates in close proximity . In the 
case of bearing, a prime variable was the degree of lateral restraint as 
normalized by the spacing/plate. Precautions were taken in this type of 
testing to insure a reasonable approximation of the frictional for ces 
between electrodes. These techniques were based on a measurement of 
frictional behavior. A series of tests were carried out in the following 
manner: 
w ~-~-F 
w = N,/(/1,1/J. FaRcE (J~) 
r = r,f/c77(uV h/fcE (JJJ.o,;) 
The results of this testing are sum'.narized in Table 111-3. The coef fl.cients 
of static friction are given along with the test pressure (g/in2) for 
each material combination • 
1II-36 
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0.14 0.74 0.35 0.35 
(870) (590) (440) (440) 
0.18 0.62 0.30 
(440) (705) (440) 
0.28 0.10 0.30 













D. Dynamic Response of Elements to Impact Loading 
(a) Development of Stra ill Gage Techniques 
The measurement of Poisson's ratio made it necessary to employ resistance 
strain gages early in our testing program (8th JPL QTR Report Pg 111-48). 
Some of the experimental difficulties in using these gages on a porous 
battery electrode were discussed. Further development of this technique 
was necessary before dynamic strain measurements could be made under 
impact conditions. This report will briefly outline our comparitive 
study of gages and techniques. 
Several gages were chosen for btudy since various types (BLH) are manu-
factured differently and are compatible with various cements. We expect 
different behavior from these combinations in terms of degree of rein-
forcement and elongation range. The various combinations and gage 
characteristics are shown in Table 111-4. Two gages of each type were 
cemented with each compatible adhesive on negative plat.e tensile specimens. 
Negative plate material is weaker than positive and tension loading 
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the failures and elongation limits of accurate strain output. Each specimen 
was placed in a universal testing machine and loaded in quasi-static tension. 
Load cell output (stress) and strain output from both the strain gage and a 
conventional extensometer were simultaneously recorded on an X-Y plotter. 
We could thus compare the strain reading from the strain-gage ( ~G) to the 
reading from the extensometer ( ~E) at any given stress level. Table 111-5 
summarizes the results of this study and gives the observed ratio strain-
gage reading to extensometer reading ( ~G: ~E) for the applicable strain 
( E: E) range. The "FAP" gage seems to possess the least reinforcement and 
fairly consistant results in a good portion of the elastic region, 
especially when used with E-910. The "AF-7" gage seems to be very cO'lsistant 
at higher strain levels when used with either SR-4 or E910 although its 
output ratio seems quite low. 
A second series of tests were performed with the same specime~'J. C'-G. 
curves had been obtained earlier (8th QTR JPL Fig. III-C) and a modulus of 
elasticity reported E = 1.0 ± 0.1 x 106 psi. Thus, dead weight loading 
was employed (stress) and the strain-gage reading was recorded. We could 
thus compare the strain-gage reading to the strain value taken from the 
curve at each stress level. Furthermore we could compare this experimental 
cf-£ slope to the more accurate value of modulus determined earlier. 
Table 111-6 summarizes the results of this study. It appears that the three 
techniques represented by specimens 4, 7, 9 show considerable promise. The 
(J'- £. curve shows a significant plastic deformation beyond the 1000 ~ € 
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Output Ratio & Strain Limit 
12 (20~? 
2.5 (4~ E) 0.5 (200)(1) 
3.5 (45,1.(~) 0.5 (:...- 300Act) 
0.38 ( > SOOAEk) 
0.52 (62<WCE) 
3.4 (100){6E) 0.98 (37S,.(f~) 0.2 (>1 
1.8 (100).fe'E) 0.61 (400){€E) 
1.8 (100,-lf~) 0.61 (30C.., ~)O .17 (>520 
0.21(3600 
15 (20A6;:) 2.1 (100"'~) 0.5 (;S20A 
1.8(SO~) 0.18 (200)4~) 
0.8 (9 ) 0.4S(360.Af~ 
2.6 (3S)4Et) 0.11 (240.,c.fE!:) 
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~-----~ TABLE III-6 
Ratio £. G : e; CURVE FOR DEAD WEIGHT LOADING 
pecimen Ratio E: • e; @e; cr-e; Level Gage • a-e; 11 curve curve 
@ @ @ @ @ 
75\.1e;c 250\.1 <-c 450 \.Ie; 950 )..I e; c 2700 )..Ie; c 
-
1A Sho·:ted 
1B 1 .• 96 1.52 1.34 0.89 0.32 
2A 0.29 0.32 0.30 0.2 0.1 
2B 1.07 0.78 0.73 0.43 0.19 
3A -- 0.34 0.30 0.21 0.10 
3B 1.12 0.72 0.75 0.49 0.22 
* 
4A 1.05 0.64 0.63 0.43 0.20 
4B 1.14 0.89 -- 0.55 0.23 
SA 0.67 0.58 0.49 -- 0.15 
5B 0.93 0.68 0.65 -- 0.19 
6A 1.4 1.3 1.2 -- 0.33 
6B 1.24 1.25 1.18 0.75 0.32 
* 
7A 1.0 0.76 0.72 0.45 0.2 
7B 1.16 0.87 0.80 0.53 0.23 
8 2.66 2.11 -- 1.3 0.59 
* 9A 1.15 1.12 1.0 0.62 0.28 9B 1.5 1.l3 1.1 0.65 0.24 
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capability. Techniques 4 and 7 seem to have good reproducibility, ratio 
values, modulus \alues and high stress limits. Thus 4 and 7 were the two 
techniques selected for subsequent strain measurements reported in a later 
section. Additional work in this area should look at these two techniques 
under compression loading. There is good reason to suspect that this will 
be less severe than the tension loading used for initial screening. The 
strain limits are likely to be elevated and it is important to measure the 
compression modulus of elasticity. 
(b) Theoretical Predictions of Dynamic Response 
(1) One-degree of freedom analysis of natural frequency: 
The natural frequencies, fN
n 
' of a vibrating system or element are a most 
important parameter in the study of the transient as well as the steady 
state response of that system. Therefore, our preliminary analysis effort 
was directed toward a modified single degree of freedom approach to approx-
imate the natural frequencies of our system. With this approximation, we 
could then examine the consequences of the value of fNl so obtained with 
respect to the shock spectra of the specified deceleration pulse. 
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J-0 » 1 
) 
~~1 ~.AJ. 
10 = unstressed length of spring 
S = static equilibrium position 
7 = dynamic d isp lacement of body 
M = Mass of body 
1 = length along spring 
.tA, = dynamic displacement of dl 
m = mass of spring 
K = spring constant 
This system permits the mass of the spring to be considered and (A)Nl ~ 
~\ as in the simple case, Thus we can use this system to reduce our 
distributed - mass (infinite degree-af-freedom) element (battery electrode) 
to a lumped - parameter system utilizing the concept of vibrational transfer 
of potential and kinetic energy, This method has been accurately described 
in the literature and for this system it has been shown that the natural 
frequency (undamped) is: 
WNl .. 
(Rad ./Sec.) 
~ A/I"" -K--.... '
L ''1 2M+n for M « m 
The accuracy of this equa tion is shown by the absurd assumption tha t m ........ 0 











an error in {JJNI that is only 11% too high. 
Thus if M ~O, we have the case of a spring alone without concentrated 
end mass and: 
,--'\ 
~ 7r ,,' K r~ -,: I -
, m for M = 0 
Or for our elastic spring element of length, 1, apparent cross sectional 
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~~ t lV h! (cy/sec) 1m 
Now for battery electrodes we may write for convenience: 
and: 
or 
A = width x thickness = wt 
m = weight 
g 
= 





;0= area weight density 
C ~ "1 
Where: C = 1/41-t;i' 
Specifically for our Ni-Cd electrodes: 
t = thickness (.025" - .028") = 0.0265 in. 
g = acceleration of gravity = 386 in./sec2 
111-45 
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~ = area weight density = 3.2 x 10-3 #/in2 
(2.8-3.2 x 10-3 #/in2 positive) 
(3.3-3.5 x 10-3 1Uin2 negative) 
Variables: 
E = modulus of elasticity 
0.1 x 106 psi negat:'ve plate in compression 
1.0 x 106 psi positive plate in tension 
1 = length of electrode 
normally 3" ,. 8" 
Thus; C = 14 
and the fundamental frequency of longitudinal vibration for sintered Ni-Cd 
electrodes is given by; 
fNl = (14)~ 
This fundamental natural frequency has been calculated for various plate 
lengths and values of E and i~ ~lotted in Figure 111-10. 
(2) Shock Spectra Implications: 
A shock spectrum is a plot showing the peak response of a variable -
frequency, single degree of freedom oscillator to a specific shock pulse 
as a function of the natural frequency of the oscillator. It is important 
to understand from the start, that the shock spectrum tells uS what -A-
shock pulse will ~ not what it~. This is much different than a Fourier 
spectrum or plot of the Fourier a.nalysis performed to describe a given 
shock pulse. It is appropriate to consider a row of n mass-spring elements 
mounted on a horizontal base which will receive a 
each oscillator has a different natural frequency 
1II-46 
specific shock pulse. If 
t~N = L .. rK'\nd we 
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could attach a pen to each mass, we would obtain n values of peak response 
which related to the input base displacement would allow us to plot a 
relative-response vs. natural frequency curve or the shock spectrum for that 
pulse. It has been found that when a signle degree of freedom, linear, 
und&mped system with a distinct natural frequency is subjected to a mechani-
cal shock, its response or ~esultant motion will be determined by the 
magnitudes, shape, and time duration of the shock pulse. In fact, the 
amplification spectrum as it is sometimes called, is rather insensitive to 
the exact time-history of the pulse. Rather, the rise-time of a given 
pulse is the most important factor which distinguishes the maximum amplifi-
cation factors for various pulse shapes. The total impulse and rise time 
are the two main damage criteria. As will be seen, the rapid rise time of 
our square pulse implies the highest maximum value of any pulse shape 
(theoretically = 2X). In general, the shock spectrum will not have 
frequency alone as the abcissa beca~se of the above considerations, rather 
a ratio of the shock pulse length (to) to the natural period of the 
oscillator (T) is more useful (to). Depending on the value of this ratio, 
T 
however, we find that the system's response during application of a given 
shock pulse may differ considerably from the motion after the shock pulse 
had ended (t = to). It is therefore common to plot a "primary" spectrum 
(response during shock input (0< t <. to) and a "res idual" spec trum (response 
after shock input to< t <.00) to fully generalize the behavior of various 
elements to various shock durations of a certain pulse shape. However, it 


















single "maxi ax" spectrum plot arrived at by taking the greater value from 
the "primary" or the "residual" plots throughout the frequer.cy ratio range 
of interest. 
It is not a~propriate to tteiterate the derivations and ana. lyses of various 
spectra characteristics that can be found in the literature. The value of 
using this consept is well recognized and it is only important that we 
understand the fundamentals in order to apply the information that can be 
obtained. Thus the character of the maximax shock spectra can be obtained 
directly from the literalure. In our case, we wish to consider a single 
shock input: 
~-()()() 0'- -(/ 
Je, 
I~o.-, -\ SIC 
Thus "'~ can establish the abscissa directly as the natural frequency of our 
Ni-Cd electrodes rath~r than as a time ratio. 
The ordinAte is simply the relative response and can be scaled directly in 
numerical dynamic amplification factors. It must be remembered that the 
response can be thought of as displacement, acceleration, etc. (The same 
quantity describing the input pulse). More useful to the designer is the 
concept of force or stress (indirectly strain) amplification over that of a 
metallurgical 












static loading equal to the amount of input acceleration. 
The shock spectrum :or the pulse illustrated above is given in Fig. 111-11 
with the ordinate ann abcissa scaled as discussed for optimum use in our 
problem. The basic implications are: (1) Any Ni-Cd electrode with a natural 
frequency greater than 167 cy/sec will experience an amplification of the 
nominal input forces under dynamic loading. (2) Any Ni-Cd electrode with a 
natural frequency greater than 500 cy/sec will experience twice the nominal 
input fnrces under this dynamic loading situation. 
From a design point of view, the calculation ·Jf natural frequencies in the 
previous section now has more value. It may be instructive to outline the 
design ~onsiderations that have been formulated: 
(1) The manner of loading must first be identified and this will 
dictate the modulus of elasticity and strain-rate effects from 
previous determinations of the mechanical properties of our 
electrode. 
(2) Space considerations may indicate a trial size of our electrode. 
(3) The design pluse magnitude will be used to calculate the static 
stress applied to this size and weight electrode. 
(4) The natural frequency of this specific electrode is determined. 
(5) The shock spectrum (for the design pulse) is used to determine 
the dynamic amplification factor which applies. 
(6) The actual stress which this electrode will experience under this 
design ·,ulse loading can now be calculated. 
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previou.~ determinations of this electrode's mechanical properties 
under the same manner of loading. 
The importance of determining complete expe~imental information concerning 
the mechanical properties of Ni-Cd electrodes is now obvious. Without such 
information, design can neither begin (step 2) nor can a valid judgement be 
made (step 7) concerning the actual damage that mayor may not occur to an 
electrode in a specific loading situation. 
(3) Analysis of Displacement and Stress for Distributed -
Mass element: 
The frequency-shock spectra analysis is quite straightforward and can 
provide valuable information to the designer. It does not permit a dicect 
calculation of the stress ~ithin the element, however, and it does not give 
us a description of the deformation process. What we would like is an insight 
into the actual displacements within an electrode and the stresses that are 
applied during impact. We seek an accurate descriprion of stress and strain 
as a function of location and time. This type of information can only be 
obtained by a more r;gorous analysis of our distributed - mass element. To 
explore the possibility of solution, we have formulated the problem as a 
long slender element of uniform cross sectional area, A, and constant 
initial velocity (rigid body motion),-V, which is subjected to a sudden 
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We may write a balance of forces for a mass element dx: 






F + ~~dX ----: .... O ... <E--- F 
E F == rna 
(F + aF dx) ax - F = (AXdx) g 
aF (~) a2u ax= g a?" 
volume 
volume weight density 
acceleration of gravity 













EA a u lX2' 
where: 
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a • stress 
t • ~~ - strain 
E - modulu8 of elast.icity 
metall urgi cal 
materials di vi sioni 
.--' 
I 










Now EO. (1) becomes: 
(~) 
or: 
which is the general "wave equation" in which: 
a ~; , =~ where: P = mass density 
and a is the velocity of elastic strain wave travel in this 
material. 
We have for our case: 
Initial Conditions 
u (x,o) = 0 
¥t (x,o) : -V 
Boundar Cor.ditions 
u (o,t) = 0 
¥X (L,t) = 0 
imposed by our considerations of constant initial velocity, 
rigid fixed end and free unstressed end. 
Following the method of separation of variables we assume the 
general solution of EO. (2) may have the form: 
Now we may 
T" == 
u (x, t) = X (x) T (t) 
~ 
2 a2u a u - X Til & = T X" a-t2- ~ 
where: X & T are functions of x & t alone 
and " denotes total (not partial) 
differentiation 
write EO. (2) as: 
X Til • a 2 T X" 
Til 
r= a2 X" X • lJ 
















Now if ~<o (as it must for periodic solution), we can write 
~ = -A 2 
and the component ordinary differential equation~ will be: 
A2 
X" = - --.;' X 
a~ 
& 
and whose solutions are known: 
T = A cos At ~ B sin At 
& 
X = C cos ~ x + 0 sin ~ x 
Therefore, the general product solution EO.3 can be written: 
u(x,t) = (c cos ~ x + 0 sin ~ x) (A cos At + B sin At) (4) 
a a 
Now we may begin to evaluate the constants by examining the 
first boundary condition in EO. (4) : 
o = C (A cos At + B sin At) 
=::+ C = 0 in general for all t 
Examining the second boundary condition in EO. (4): 
Hence: 
~i)X=L = (0 ~ cos ~ L) (A cos At + B sin At) = 0 
A 
==> (0 i) cos 
• ~L 
•• cos a 
AL = 0 
a 
m~st 0 
=> (~L) = (2r l ) 
i\ _(2n-l) an 
n - 2L 
in general for all t 
1T n ... 1,2,3, ••••• 
n .. 1,2,3, ••••• 
Now the general solution EO. (4) has been reduced but contains 
the oJries of added product solutions and can be written: 
u (x,t) • i sin (22~1)n x [An cos (2ni£)1Ta t + Bn sin( 2ni£)1Ta tl (5) 
~l ~ 
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where: An and Bn are not formally the same constants as A and B 
in EQ. (4) and must now ~e evaluated from our initial con-
ditions. 
Ex,amining the first initial condition in EQ. (5) : 
00 
o = E A sin (2n-l)n x 
n=l n 2L--
in general for all x 
Examining the second initial condition in EQ. (5) : 
i-f't=o = nilBn(Qn-l)na) sin (2n-l)n x = -v ~ 2L 2L (6) 
We recognize a similari~y between EQ. (6) and a half-range Fourier 
Series expansion. We know that jf some f(t) is an odd periodic 
function, then the coefficients in the Fourier Series of f(t) are: 
a =0 n • , f.P f(t) sin ~ dt p 
Hence, the problem of determining Bn in EQ.6 is really the prob-
lem of expanding the given function f'(x) in a half-range sine 
series expansion over the interval O<x<L. 
Repeating EQ. 6: 
f(x) = -v =n~l [(2n2~)na B ] . (2n-1)n n Sl.n ;;!L x 
Requires that the groups 
[ (2n-1) na B ] 2L n 
will be the coefficients of the half-range sine expansion of the 
known function f(x). 
Thus from: 
b = 2 
n p 



























(-v) sin I. 
sin (2n-l) n x dx 2L 
(2n-l)1ix dx 
2L (7) 
and performing the required integration: 
Bn = [(2n:~)~'/f2 aJ (8) 
Now we may write the final general equation for displacement 
from EQ. 5: 
u (x,t) = 
or: 







(2n-l)n [ -8 VL 
2L x (2n-l)2n2 a 
sin (2n-l) '/fa tJ 2L 
00 
E 1 2 
n=l(2n-l) 
sin (2n-l) x (2n-l) at 2 n L sin 2 '/f -r;-
which now fully describes the elastic displac~ment at any tin • .:! 
and any longitudinal location along the electrode. 
We see immediately that: 
u (x ,t) = 0 @ x = 0 for 'ill t 
u (x, t) = 0 @ t = 0 for all x 
u (x, t) = max. @ x = L for any t 
u (x, t) = max. @ t = L/a for any x 
We know further that the natural f .• equencies of this sinusoidal 
displacement u(t) or vi.bration are: 
An fN = 2n (cycles/sec) n = 1,2,3, ••••••• 
n = (2n-l) an 
(2n) 2L 
therefore: 
a a a fN = 1 (iL)' 3 (iL)' 5 (iL)' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (10) 
Examining the f~ndamental natural frequency: 















We find that it is equivalent to the "app;oximation" we had ob-
tained earlier in Section 111-0, (b), (1) in our consideration 
of the single degree of freedom system. This is not actually 
surprising since the earlier approximation employed sine func-
tions as "guesses" for both the normal function and the time 
function. This means now that Figure III-10 gives us the true 
natural frequency, fN ' as confirmed by a rigorous analy~is. 
1 
Having obtained a complete solution (EQ. 9) for elastic dis-
placement, we can now investigate the general stress solution 
since: 
a u(x,t) _ 
ax - e; 
and: 
a = 
Since we have made the initial assumption of elastic material 
behavior. 
Therefore: 
a (x,t) -8 VL "" I = E ( 2) E (2n~T)! sin 
a1f n=l 
(2n-I)1fa t cos(2n-I)1fx (\~n2:1)1f) 2L 2L 
and the general stress solution is: 
-4EV "" I (2n-l) 
a (x,t) = a1f n~1(2n-i) cos 2 1f~ sin L (2n-l) 1f ~ 2 L (11) 
which fully describes the elastic stress within the element at any 
time and any longitudinal location along the electrode. 
We see immediately that: 
a (x,t) ..., 0 
a (x,t) = 0 
@ x = L for all t 
@ t = 0 for all x 
a (x,t) = max @ x = 0 for any t 
a (x,t) = max @ t = L/a for any x 
We can also note that the higher modes are of much greater conse-




















u - 'f (2n-l) 2 (-1,0,+1) 
n=l 
-: (_11 + 1 + 1 + 1 + '9 25 49 .. . .) 
C1 - 00 1 
= E 12n-l) (-1,0,+1) ~ (!.!- 1 + 1 + 1 + ) 1 3 5 7····· 
n=l 
Nevertheless, we assume convergence and note for future calcula-
tions that: 
2 
l lllL 1r +'9+E+4§'"r •••.• == 
8" 
1 1+1 1 'IT and: - 3 '5 - "7 + . . . . • . - if 
are both convergent series. 
We are interested in the e~pression for maximum stress which 
occurs at the fixed end (x == 0): 
C1 (O,t) -4EV 00 1 
== a;r~ n~1-r(=2~n--""'1'T"") sin (2n-l) 'IT ~ 2 L max. 
Numerical Analysis: 
(12) 
Currently in this phase of our contract we have been unable to USe 
a computer to fully analyze the implications of our equations (9) 
and (11) describing displacement and stress. This should be done 
for many combinations of x and t values in order to understand their 
physical meaning more fully. We have, during this completion phase 
of the contract however, attempted to numerically evaluate the 
maximum stress (EQ. (12)) for a few values of time, t. 
@ t = 0: 
0x==o - -!~V (0 + ~(O) + ;(0) + 9(0) + •••••• ) == 0 
@ t = L/2a: 






















--- - ---------~~ 
@ t 
== -4EV (764) 
an- • n==l. , •• 12 
@ t '" 3L. 2a' 
exactly 
t -4EV 
O':x.=o == a'li' (.757)n==1 .... 12 same as t 
@ t 2L =-a 
from t == 2L to t ~ 4
a
L all values are identical except for sign 
a' 
reversal. 
It is apparent then that \'ie have simply the summation of the 
fundamental and all the odd sinusoidal harmonics "thich is of 
course a square \'lave • 
.. 
pear to imply a ~ 
sketch the first three 
The coefficients of the odd harmonies ap-


























show 'I::he stress wave propa.ga.'l::ion as fOllows: 
This indica-I::es that at the fixed end where stress is a maximum, 
we have a state of compression for the -I::ime interval O<t<~, 
followed by a state of tension for the time int:rval ¥=- < : < ~. 
This process is then cyclic at a frequency of (4L) cycles/sec. 
Conclusion: 
In this section (3) I we have given a cpmplete solutiol1 which 
when coupled with a high speed computer and the proper values 
of El, a, V, will provide a full evaluation of the elastic dis~ 
placements and stresses wH.hin any element at all locations and 
moto.llul·gico.l 




t)IMMU' '"uew lUI bU 
al'ld '~imes. The sola limHaUon of 'chis general solution I of 
oourse, is 'i:~h9 one assump'l:.ion that made 'l:.he solution possible ... ~ 
elastic mS:l:.el:':l.al behavior. :t::E we do not impose this matel:'ial 
limHa'l:.ion and allow s't:rElSS to be some general funCJtion of strain 
however, we do 11.0t obtain EQ. (2) as the governing differential 
equation. 
Rather: 
all' t:o (&) a2u ~
ax 9 at2 (1) 




and we have: 
!C!.Cj (1) a2u a~t g ~
at2 
now: ( au) 2 aa aO' • ae aO' • a. ax' !=! aO' (.LE!) - :::: ........... ~ :; ~ax ae ax ae ax ae ax2 
and 
(13) 
whose general solution has not been obtained. EQ. (13) therefore 
introduces the most significant portion of non-linearity into 
our system. We unders'1::and ,t:hat JPL has devoted some effort to 
the treatment of this and large displacement non-linearities. 
Recent 1:i.ters:t:ure has discussed ways of introducing' empirically 
the non-linearHies implied by plastiCJ and s'train hardening be ... 
havior. This area is in l'leed df further analysis. If the cur-
rent work were continued, the research ~ndicated for a more CJom~ 
plete understanding of dynamic response is in the introduction 
















of 'l!he.,tj9 ma'hsrial behavior non ... linea:dties intI'" the general 
governing differ~ntial equation (13) and the physidal interpre~ 
tation of its solution with the aid of tlomputer analysis. 
One fur~her point dOes not oondsrn the validity of the soltition 
. given, but ClonCle:J;r!S the e~aCJtness of its applidabilH.y t.o our 
e~periment.al loading situation. In question is the fi:J;st boun~ 
dary dondition whidh was used in our solution to desc:t'ibj3 the 
rigid fi~ed end: 
u (Ott) ~ 0 
If time pe:t'mits! we should go back and examine the effect on 
our solution of imposing a condition of uniform dedelle:J;ation 
during the time interval of impact: 
a 2 u (0 I t) O<:l ~Vt -~. t 2 o<t<.OOl/sEid. 
This may more aOduratsly desc:J;ibe the displadement of this end 
of the bar during the time of loading and dould thus make the 
• 
existing solution donServative in its prsdiCltion of st:J;esses 





(0) E:Kpe:d.mental Determinations of DYl.'ll1mio Response 
(1) 11igh Speed Pho·i!ogrt1ph:l.o Analysis 
lfollowing an £tnt:tlysis or thoorati0l11 prsdiction of mGchaniMl behavior, we mos'!.: 
desired an e"por:Lmsntal vClri£:!.oation of that prediot:ion. OM mothod to e:Kperi w 
men1:ll11y obtain the aO'!:Wll displs.oements of an olontel'lt dtlring a loading situation 
is to vioually obsarve and mMsure thom. We have, thereforCl~ used high speed 
photoClrl1phy to e:Kamino 'I!he I"otioo. of our eleetrddes during impact. Only four seriel'! 
of tests have 'been run with spaeds up to 9000 frames per seoond. '.Chore is little 
o%par:LmenMl diffioulty in~r:Lggeril1g al1d forJUS I eto. w1,th aur prssent system, '.Clie 
true valus ofl!his teohniqus has 11di! 'bsen develaped dr rea1i1:lsd 'boClEttlse af our terw 
minal!ion of a::perimenMl worle. It appMrs, however j that a grMt deal of ittfarlliadon 
ooncerning tho desor:Lptiott of dynamio displaosmEitti:S could be gaiMd 'by this method. 
[ Ftlrther worle would havs included the followirtg: (1) use of the highest impaot levd 
attd longsr plates to provide latger and more easily observed displaoements, (2) in~ 
f'······ L crease the framing rate of our present system (which is capable of 16,000 frames psr 
second) to permit more accurate d:Lsta.ttce~time measulIemsnts. (3) use (jf a more accur~ 
ate1y soribed reference grid which might employ the reoertt:ly developed rt'.Crll.1tsfel: Grid 
Hethod rt of Moir('fringe analysis. 
(2) Dynamic Straitt Measuremertts 
Although the e:Kperimental effort htLS not been e:Gtens:l.ve, some worl~ has been dOM in 
the metlsureman·t; of dynamic strain under impact conditions using the strain"gaga tech u 
niques discussed earlier. Reasonable oorrolation with our theoretical predictions was 
indicated before the eleperimenta.1 work ertded. ~his portion of the report v1ill indicate 
the relation of these preliminary findings to the theoretica.l pred:l,ctiorts tha.t have 
























a. Aluminum Platss: 
Ths mechanical properties oE -the aluminum alloys are well sstablished and readily 
avai1,j,b1e. An aluminum plate loaded within it f S dastic r~gion is ob'V'ious1y a moro 
well~bahaV'(.d systsm thatt our porous plate material. ':Chus our initial e%pedmenta1 
work was ailrted at cOl'i£i:t:tt1ittg our thMrst:!.ca:L artalysis by the uSe oE an aluminum 
plato: 
'-:::::=;, ~j ~ ~.G:':+-,-l..,.:c;,."~_ % .,~I·~J& 
II~ ~~<F.f.~----' ~~~~-~-. --~~'~-L-:::-h-' ~/I~_~~~~~--.,~-~:~~-",~~ 
£061, ~!E., ~110:2:: ,Sirtg1£, Strait! Gags,: 
E '" :La. 0 x 106 PS! 
(J':!" 40,000 PS! 
0' OIl" '" 45,000 PS I y~" 0,0976 #/itt3 
p ::: 0.00605 1ft/inZ 








It:!. KE ~/J.e) .. ,6,0) /J.e 
(MIt) 
We could Hrst calculate the natural frequency,. t!1;P oE this elemont by sither oE 
the two equivalsnt equa'tiorts we have givsn earlier: 
tnl" 1/4 '\I£~ ir' ~ 1 ('4~ ) 
and we Hnd fn" '" 8,300 oy/sec. ~ 
:Che lower trace of Fig. IIIK 12 shows the acceleration tims history of loading imposed 
ott this plate during impact. We note that the pulsl!'! lertgth (to) is 0.001 sec. 'Xhe 
• 
shock. spectrum given in Fig. II:L~ll, therefd"t's ~ appliss directly. Sirtcethe cw:1.cuiated 
Is 
>:> 500 cy/ sse- ~ we cart only conclude f:t'drtt this spectrum that 
• t - ._ 












UPPER TRAC : 
DYNAMI STRAIN - I msee/em; 1 mo/em 
LOWER TRACE: 
ACCELERATI P GE - 0.5 m ee/em; 1000 g/em 
6,500 cy/s e \ 
dS 2 Al 
760 ME PK 
167 ME 
v = 100 ft /sec 
11/2" DIA. 1 mbec 
DYNAMIC STRAI OSCILLOGRAPH OF AL PLATE 
·f_ '-
, . Et dytlllmit:: Ilmplification factor aqual to 2.0 must be used. 
Due to simple inertia loading$ the static scresg level at the gage location 
(r! =< 5 1/2 If) may ba calculated: 
(f = !!!f! '" (Lt;, w • t oX) (Ng) =< It (y N ~ (f == 2100 psi 
A g (w~t) statio 
Employing the dyMmic amp1f.cfication: 
(f ::: 4200 psi 
dyn. 
And: e =< (f DY'/{ '" lfZO lie 
.. DYN E 
/. (: 
is the e~pected gage output: under this loading condition. We now tlote that the upper 
trace of Figure IJ:I~12 has recorded an e~perimenta:l peak stra;in a2 e '" 760,11' in/in. 





1,1 : ' . / 
1 
po'ssible that the subsequent peaks which indicate a: more uniform 6681I in/in pe;ak 
stra:f,n level are trusly more significant. The calcula:tion of static stres·s· was· carried 
out in a simple and straightforward manner. However 1 our detailed theoretical analysis· 
showed that a uniform elastic stress wave will propae<tte through the mate:!:f.al and its 
magni'l!ude at the gage location will be determined by total length (L=Gft) because of the 
time durations involved, and recogl1~t,:1.on of the Cosirte function of:l{. ThereforEl;" v1ith 
effectiVe It r "" It '" 6 tr we would calculate an expected e '" 4SB: 1f in/ in. The aJn ... 
difference between measured and calculated strain is then ZIG 1I in/in. This is quite 
encouraging as a very preliminary e~pe:dmental 'tesul't. Sirtce: 6m:ea;s> 6cal c ,. we might 
rule out strGtin~rate effects and investigate in~rtia rMponse of tfte gage and plastiC: 
deformg,tiort even though there is no residual recorded at the gage location,. 
':Che predicted natural frequency (fn' of the cyclic displacement within our element was 
8,300 cy/sec and should be recorded by the strain gage. The upper trace of Fig:. III~12 
shows this cyclic strain berra-V'ior within the plate at a: frequency of apprCfximately 6,.500 
metaII urgi cal 
"ld'" ma.erra 5 l'lISIOIt 
,- '.' 



















r l , 
~--~---~ 
cy / s&.c. Again t i'l:. is encouraging to see this preliminary cort o:Eation but we: cannot 
account for the discrepancy (1800' cy/sec)' at this time. The -true physical significance 
of the subsequent spikes at a frequency of approx:i.ma.tely 110a cy/sec (nearly the ha1f~ 
period of the loading pulse) is also not appreciated a'l:. this time. 
iVe may now 100i' a'l:. the experimental results a.~: the predictions from our deUtiled ana~ 
lysis. iVa suspect that since tIte general stress equation (11), contains It co'sine x 
te::rm there will be lit,tle difference between the calculated max. stress (::&: "" O) and 
the stress at the gage lo'cation (::&: "" Lilt). It also appears that our series in the 
7r 
ma::&:o stress, equation (12)' converges to 4' • iVe may $ therefore S' calculate the max. 
elastic stress predicted: 
Cf (Ot 't)' "" 
ma% 
60'1000 PSI 
-4BV ( E:.) 
4 
40;000 PSI 
== -EV := -60'~OOO' PSI 
a 
yield 
In fact not only plastic deformation is implied but 6000(} J?SI>' (J 
t ule! 
Even if we asstnne that a high strain-rate sensitivity elevates the dynamic yield stress, 
and the elastic modulus still applies we have: 
e "'" .::.... "" 6t OOO ~e predicted E 
This value is > (}.2% e normally taken lIS t:h~ yield paint:~ yet there was no c>'&-
servation of plastic deformation after repeated loading at this impact level. Fur" 
thermore the exp~rimental strain trace showed nt'· residual strain (plastic or lack of 
Zero return) yet the fact remains: 
760' pe PI{ « 
Experimental'.. 
6,000 lle PI{ 
PrecH.cted 
There is another way to sl:.udy the implications of the predictions since we know from 
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v = aC1 yield = 66.4 ft/sec 
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loaded !nd must suffer plastic deformation. However, pl.astic deformation is not 
observed and our only conwlusion must be that our analytical prediction is nearly, 
an order of magnitude conservative ! The fault must lie in the first boundary con-
diton we have assumed: 
u ,(O,t) - 0 implies no carriage displacement during the loading 
period: 
~"?~O_)_: _1 _ 
~ [_ '1(::.~~ 
-t., -< 0 
, ... C ... 
> ;Co ;; 
What we really have is the situation that the carriage and the end of the element have 
an absolute di§~lacement during the loading period: 
~- /1 ~~=v~! 
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boundary condition. C3nsideration of this, of course, will reduce the predicted mag-
nitude and have a strong effect on the discrepancy that has been brought out by our 
preliminary experimental results. 
(b) Ni - Cd Electrodes: 
Following our study of the aluminum plate, we have obtained some preliminary results 
on the negative electrode. 
" t~~----------L~1~~/~----~>~ 
C I .. 
1-1 =<IIIIE------1:- 5'1/-----..... ~, .,1 
Negative Cd Plate Single Strain Gage 
E ~ 0.5 x 106 PSI 
(J ;::comp. 3000 - 5000 PSI 
AF-7-1-56 (E-910) 
:ylJ:O•127 4f:/in3 
p = 0.0033 #/in2 
CI. .::: 3250 ftl sec 
t.E = (6.0) AE 
Again, it is first useful to determine the natural frequency of this element either 
by calculation as before or directly from Fig~re III-IO for this case, 
The lower trace. of Figure III-13 shows the acceleration-time history of the loading 
and the pulse length to is approximately 1.4 msec. Thus, we cannot use the shock spec-
trum of Figure III-ll directly (to ~ .001sec). However, the amplification factor of 
,. 

















DYNAMIC STRAIN - 2 msec/ cm; 5 mo/ cm 
LOWER TRACE: 
ACCELERATION PULSE - 0.5 msec/cm; 1000 g/cm 




v = 64 ft / sec 
7/ S" DIA. 




2120 ME PK ~ J 
L 333 ME 
PLASTIC 
f 
1700 g PK 
* 
DYNAMIC STRAIN OSCILLOGRAPH OF Cd ELECTRODE 
" 
1",' " , ~--------------
it is square. It is obvious that f = 2000 cy/sec » 356 cy/sec and the maximum 
nl 
amplification factor will apply. The ~aximum will apply for anx shape pulse of this 
:1 
~ 'd~ration. However, we could question the use of the square wave for this low velocity 
II 
impact level and assume the experimental record more closely approximates a half-sine 
" 
pulse. If this is true, a maximum amplification factor of ~ will apply. 
i The upper trace of Figure III-13 shows a cyclic strain behavior within the electrode 
I , 







at a frequency of approximately 2500 cy/sec. This is in good agreement with our pre-




E = (,,111...1.),2 = 0.8 x 106 PS I 
reasonable with r.espect to many earlier experimental observations. 
We may now calculate the maximum stress due to Simple inertia loading (using the total 
length L): 
C1 = ~ = LyN = 1080 PSI 
A 
Retaining the 2.0 x amplification factor: 
C1 dyn = 2160 PS I 
which implies: e: = C1 
-E 
= h3001l in/in PK. 
The upper trace of Figure III-13 has recorded an experimental peak strain level of 
only 2120 1l in/in. There is one consideration that might help explain this discrepancy 
although we have no experimental confirmation a~ this time. We know that if a material 
is one-half critically damped ( C Ie =0.5) , its maximum amplification factvr for a 
c 
half-sine pulse is only 1.1 and further, the experimental strain trace has indicated a 
6 
modulus of E '" 0.8 x 10 PSI. If both factors are taken into account we would 
predict a peak strain of only 1470 1l in/in. This is lower than the recorded peak yet 
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,I This is likely an optimistic consideration but is important enough that it should be 
I': 
investigated if worl~ were continued Since it is a very beneficial material property 
,I 
of this porous electrode. The simple explanation for the SO% experimental value is th~ 
reinforcement effect of the strain gage which ros been documented in table III-S and 
IIIh 6 of this report. 
It is important to note the. lack of zero-return in the upper trace of Figure III-13. 
This indicates a residual plastic strain of 333}.1 in/in. The 0.21% PK strain recorded 







entered on the a-e: curve (Figure III-C. JPL 8TH quarter report)fol.' t~ative Plate 
we would expect as much as 40% of the total strain could be plastic. The lower value 
recorded experimentally is neither appreciated nor bothersome at this preliminary 
stage. What is important is the ability of this technique to record into this region 
of higher strain levels. 
Considering the complete analysis, we could evaluate the stress by equation (12) as 
we did for aluminum: 
a (o,t) = -4EV ( -1L) = 98S0 PSI 
max a7l' 4 
If our origiral values E = O.S x 106 PSI and a = 32S0 ft/sec are used for our 64 ft/sec 
impact. This value of amax » Oult as was the case for the aluminum plate 
analysis. The reasons for this discrepancy have been discussed in the previous section. 
In conclusion, the experimental measurement of dynamic strain during impact loading has 
been accomplished. The frequency data of elastic wave propagation' that bas been obtained 
may be our most valuable tool for determining the value of the dynamic modulus of e1as-
ticity. The ability to measure the residual plastic strain component in a total strain 
level has also been demonstrated. This ability will allow us to very accurately deter-
mine the dynamic a'-e: curve from a number of tests. 
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pirical yield point 0.2%& seems very possible. The preliminary magnitudes that have 
been recorded are satisfactory at this time. In the case of aluminum, agreement was 
good and it is felt that the experimental data will corrolate very well with the pre-
dictions that can be made from the detailed analysis with proper boundary condition 
modification. We also need this boundary condition modification for electrodes in 
order to resolve the present magnitude discrepancies. The interplay of: (1) strain-
gage reinforcement, (2) amplification factor bas~d. on pulse L .... pe as well as frequency, 
(3) viscous damping of the porus material, (4) accuracy of E value, and (5) the com-
pressional stra:ln-gage behavior, have been briefly described. With all accurate ex-
perimenta1 determination of E, a may be accurately calculated from equation (12) 
if we have made the analytical modifications indicated. Then, we are confident that 
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